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Digital tuner

A Thoroughly
Modern Tuner

The traditional NAD tuner is no longer traditional, loaded
now with digital radio, network streaming and USB replay.

NAD

C 446
Digital Media Tuner
Price: $899

H

ere we have NAD’s take on the
digital source. This is interesting
territory for a company known
for keeping things simple — will
NAD’s longstanding tradition of purism be
polluted when presenting all the wonders of
digital media?

Equipment

This C 446 entered our test room just as
Marantz’s NA7004 player departed, returning
to base after doing good service for our reviews
of 24-bit 96kHz music. We had been intending
to use the NAD similarly, and to include it in
our ‘Studio Master’ coverage this issue.
But no. We quickly discovered that there
is no HD music support on the C 446, either
across the home network, or for sticks inserted
into its frontal USB socket.
Nor are there any optical or coaxial digital
inputs for other devices at the rear.

So this is an important distinction to get
clear from the off. The C 446 is not so much a
‘do-it-all’ digital source, and it is not designed
to be used as a DAC. NAD’s use of the word
‘tuner’ is perhaps the clue, an indication of
the direction from which the C 446 has been
designed. Think of this as the digital evolution
of the tuners that NAD has been making for
decades, as the optional extra in the company’s
component systems.
So, since this is a tuner first and foremost,
the radio gets priority. Lots of radio, indeed.
The C446 has a DAB+ hi-fi tuner, a relative
rarity in itself, plus an FM section, and even
AM, which many DAB+ devices simply omit.
And, through your network, there is internet
radio (which is, as we’ll see, huge).
Then there are the file-based digital sources
— a USB socket into which you can plug a
USB stick of tunes, and a port at the rear into
which you can plug NAD’s iPod dock.
The C 446 can also connect with your home
network to play music from UPnP or DNLA
music shares.
Despite such abilities, NAD has managed
to keep the front panel as friendly and familiar
as ever, with power plus four buttons on one
side of the basic LED display, and two buttons,
one knob and a USB socket on the other.
The back panel is also less cluttered than
with some digital sources. There are three

separate aerial inputs for DAB+, FM and AM,
and a dock socket for NAD’s ‘iPD’ iPod dock.
Most users will take the normal analogue RCA
phono outputs to their amplifier, but there’s
also an optical digital output if you wish to use
a superior DAC, whether standalone or sitting
behind the digital input of an amplifier. The
C 446 is also smart-home friendly, with RS232
control from the likes of AMX and Crestron,
an IR input, and a 12V trigger input.
Lastly there’s your network connection,
with a choice of hard Ethernet cable or
screwing on the antenna for Wi-Fi. Since the
NAD is going to be pulling real-time music
streams from the internet and over your
network, it’s far preferable to give it the hard
Ethernet connection for best speed. And it’s
worth noting that the NAD’s built-in Wi-Fi
doesn’t support WEP encryption, which is
provenly bustable in security terms, yes, but
still used in many homes.

Performance

The NAD had issues with our fast Ethernet
switch which lay between the NAD and our
router and apparently prevented it getting a
valid IP address via DCHP (other downstream
equipment was fine).
But once properly networked, we began
our listening sessions with the internet radio
section. Internet radio is, of course, a miracle
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in terms of its thousands of streaming live
stations, and of radio shows available on
demand. And it’s not quantity over quality
— if you still have a mental perception of
internet radio as grungy, of limited quality,
you’re living in the past. It’s variable, it’s often
limited (i.e. amplitude compressed) because
it’s coming from a feed prepared for FM.
But the best of it can be replayed through
respectable hi-fi without raising the heckles,
even for critical listening. At least, it can when
handled as deftly as does the C 446. Everything
from compressed classic rock to less-limited
classical sounds came through rich and clear.
Indeed a bit too clear in some cases;
Triple J’s ‘Hack’ news show came through
with a horrifying HF whistle during a phone
interview; on Triple R a young presenter was
popping ‘p’s and ‘t’s like she was fronting a
punk band; Belgium’s Radio 66 blues station
needs a better announcer microphone; and
hey, Blues Radio UK, you’re playing great
stuff, but your turntable has a massive rumble
problem that you obviously can’t hear on your
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system. Of course, all this is testament to the
NAD’s excellent audio circuits, revealing these
details that even the broadcasters can’t hear.
And there’s no doubting that the NAD’s
musical heart is pure. Give it quality, and
all is joy.
For example, one of its great pleasures is
not digital at all, but the FM section, which we
gave a feed from a roof aerial and left playing
for hours, so rich and flowing did some jazz
stations sound, and we were soon drifting away
in a thrilling session of qawalli we happened
upon. Do not underestimate the joys of
analogue FM from a good tuner! And NAD
has been making good tuners for decades.
AM was well enough handled, though with
obvious limitations through a full hi-fi system.
Besides, many of the stations are now available
on DAB+, where they sound far superior. We
had trouble setting up DAB+ initially — NAD
supplied an extending rod antenna for DAB+,
which was near impossible to extend with the
tuner located in our equipment rack; then we
hit upon the idea of connecting our roof aerial
there as well, and presto, all was fine. Sydney was
enjoying 65 DAB+ stations on the day we tuned
in, with all the obvious offerings plus some
fabulous digital-only channels such as Koffee
and ABC Dig Music, and sudden surprises — we
found ‘M Stage Kylie’, for example, pumping
out a whole day of appallingly compressed
Kylie, while WSFM Plus must have known we
were coming, since they played nothing but
Zeppelin for an entire month.
While DAB+ may be free of hiss, the NAD’s
circuits revealed some stations to suffer quite
unnecessary levels of limiting, even on a station
like ABC Dig Music, which should know better.
You won’t notice on a kitchen radio, but the
low-fi origins of the DAB+ codec (it’s specifically
designed to smooth over low bit-rates) can be
more evident when amplified through good
hi-fi, causing some sibilance on voices and
instability on classical strings. Dealing out the
Zep, however, the only apparent artifacts were
relatively mild limiting and a slight radio ‘edge’
to the EQ. This was good stuff.
As we’ve noted, the USB socket on the front
is format-friendly but not frequency friendly.
So it can play FLAC, AAC, MP3, WMA and
WAV files, but not only is it unable to play
24-bit/96kHz files, it can’t even play full CD

quality, being limited to 320k variable bit-rate
AAC/MP3s, or to 1.5Mbps streaming of FLAC,
WAV, or PCM. That’s enough to play CDquality lossless FLAC, but not uncompressed
WAVs, and even more strangely there’s a limit
of 128 folders on any stick you plug in.
Nor can you simply plug your iPod or
iPhone into the USB socket, which is common
enough functionality these days for it to seem
an omission here, even though you could
use NAD’s optional dock via the back panel
connection instead.
In today’s era of digital music, all this
must be considered a fail for this USB input,
especially as NAD’s literature for the C 446
includes phrases such as “a great opportunity
for music lovers who want the quality found
in high-resolution audio files”, and “an
audiophile-quality 24bit/192kHz DAC” (local
distributor Audio Products Group tells us it
has raised this with NAD and will alter its own
local website).
There are still more paths to music on the
C 446, including Last.FM, to which Australians
can subscribe for US$3 a month to stream that

Verdict

NAD C 446 Digital
Media Tuner
Price: $899
• Great new-age tuner
• Strong internet radio & FM
• Excellent audio circuits
• C
 an’t do high-res music even
from stick
• No dedicated control app
Inputs: Front USB, Ethernet LAN, NAD dock
input, RS232, IR, 12V trigger, 4 x antenna
inputs (FM, AM, DAB+, Wi-Fi rod)
Outputs: stereo RCA, optical digital
USB/streaming: WAV/PCM to 1.536Mbps;
FLAC to 1.5Mbps
AAC/MP3/WMA to 320kbps
Dimensions (whd): 435 x 100 x 340mm
Weight: 4.65kg
Warranty: Three years
Contact: Audio Products Group
Tel: 02 9669 3477
Web: www.audioproducts.com.au

Digital tuner

service’s excellent artist-based radio stations. Then there is UPnP play
of music anywhere on your network. Again this is limited by bitrate,
failing on any HD codecs, but otherwise we could browse by drive,
folder, artist, album etc, and the NAD replayed everything flawlessly
and beautifully. App control is near essential for easy use here, given
the usual difficulties of navigating long lists using only a small screen
and NAD’s wand remote. Astoundingly, NAD doesn’t yet have an
app of its own, but we used an iPad running TwonkyMobile (a $2.99
iPhone app, pictured above), which allows building of playlists and
effortless streaming either from the iPad/iPhone itself or from any
UPnP source on the network. It still takes a while to scroll down to

“Think of this as the digital
evolution of the tuners that NAD
has been making for decades...”
the later letters of the alphabet if you have a sizeable collection, but it’s
a thousand times faster than using the C 446 with its remote control.
This we would judge a success in terms of operation, and a great
success in terms of sound quality.
One byproduct from the inclusion of multiple sources is that you
need to watch out for variation in volume between them. Even when
just browsing internet radio, different stations vary enormously in
volume level, and since there is no gain control on the NAD’s remote
(it is a source, not an amplifier), you find yourself leaping regularly
for the amplifier remote; this is why many CD players have variable
outputs, and that might be useful here too, or a system controller.

Verdict

The C 446 is not a do-it-all digital music source — it cannot operate
as a DAC, it can’t play high-resolution music, it doesn’t have gigabit
networking. But the internet radio, FM and DAB+ are fine indeed; if
you have app control then the UPnP streaming is useful too.
So consider the C 446 as a 21st-century version of the NAD tuner
that has long been the optional extra in the company’s component
systems. And we reckon this is the iteration that takes it from an option
to a necessity, a gateway to a whole planet of digital music. Jez Ford
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